
Energy Savings Opportunity Scheme (ESOS) – How your Charity may be affected  

 

Auditel are partners of the CRA helping charities maximise revenue through effective 

procurement.  

 

What is ESOS? 

 

ESOS (Energy Savings Opportunity Scheme) has been introduced by DECC (Department for Energy 

and Climate Change) and will come into effect on 5th December 2015.  It requires all qualifying bodies 

(defined as ‘large organisations’) to  undertake an energy audit every four years and report to the 

Environment Agency via their on line portal by the deadline   

Does it apply to my Charity?  

 

All ‘large undertakings’ are within the scope of ESOS and need to comply or risk being fined. Charities 

are specifically mentioned and are not automatically exempt so they should check to see if they are 

captured by the definition.  

There does need to be a ‘trade or business’ element but charities with shops or other trading/fee paying 

aspects may also be included. 

Is my charity included ?: 

1 – Do you carry out activities, considered as ‘trade or business activities’ under the definition within the 

Companies Act 2006 (you may need to consult with your accountants/legal advisors on this)  

YES- Go to 2 

No- You do not fall into the scope of ESOS 

2 – Looking only at the parts of the Charity that meet the criteria above; do these activities: 

At, or, in the 12 months preceding 31st December 2014 satisfy one of the following conditions 

 employs at least 250 persons 

 employs fewer than 250 persons but has an annual turnover in excess of €50 million and an annual 
balance sheet in excess of €43 million 

  

YES- then your organisation qualifies for inclusion within ESOS 

NO- You do not fall into the scope of ESOS  

 * Any overseas elements are excluded as are any elements that have to comply with Public Sector 

Procurement rules as ESOS will not apply to any public sector organisations. 

Once the organisation is in scope then all UK elements of its operations are included. 

  

 

 

 



I think I am included – What do I do now?  

 

A brief overview is shown here in this flowchart issued by DECC: 

 

All qualifying organisations have to submit their fully compliant audit by 5th December 2015. There are 

fixed penalties for non compliance (Up to a maximum of £40, 000)  

What is required to comply? 

 

ESOS is designed to ensure that your organisation has undertaken a full audit of your energy usage and 

has looked at ways of reducing energy. Therefore the Scheme Administrator is looking to see:  

 

• Energy Review, including total energy use and energy consumption profiles. This includes gas, 

electricity, other fuels and transport. The period must cover twelve months and must straddle Dec 31 

2014.  

The audit should highlight areas of energy wastage and present cost-effective opportunities to reduce 

your energy costs and associated carbon emissions. 

The energy audit will encompass energy from (but not limited to): 

• Buildings 

• Transport 

• Industrial Processes 

The audit needs to cover 90% of your energy use ( i.e. your areas of largest consumption)so you must 

show that  you have looked at 100% of your energy use to determine this 

 



• Identification of Energy Saving Opportunities based on representative site surveys and including 

life cycle assessment not just simple paybacks. 

The site surveys conducted should be sufficient to give the auditor a clear and complete view of the 

organisation so that the recommendations are applicable and valid. If you have a variety of different 

types of charity shop (small, multi level, some with a DDA lift etc) you will need to ensure all these 

variables are taken in to account when deciding which sites will form your ‘sample’ sites  

• Reporting or Disclosure of the results of the organisation’s energy review and energy saving 

opportunities identification. 

All the results will be compiled into a report which will need to be signed by a Director of the 

organisation The ESOS scheme requires that one (1) named Director signs off on the completed 

submission where an external Qualified Lead Assessor undertakes the Energy Audits. Where an 

internal QLA is used two (2) Directors must sign off on the completed submission. It is likely that your 

Charity will need to use an external QLA so will need two Directors to read and sign the report.  

Who can undertake an ESOS audit? 

Audits can be carried out in a variety of ways, in house, externally or a blend, depending on what you 

are comfortable with. The audits, however, must be undertaken and signed off by a Qualified Lead 

Assessor who has been approved under one of the eleven approval schemes.  

 

  

 

 



What should I do now? 

 

1. Define if you fall within the scope of ESOS  

2. Carry out an initial scoping and data mapping exercise to ensure you have access to the data 

you need 

3. Look for a QLA who can help guide you through the process of ESOS as well as help you plan 

the scope and budget of the exercise. 

4. Start earlier rather than later- demand for QLA’s will increase the closer to the deadline and 

lack of resource may drive up price 

Finally, consider what you want from ESOS- it may be a government initiative, but by moving beyond 

compliance your Charity could start to explore some of the options around greener options; smart 

metering that allows comparisons of optimum site/equipment energy efficiency as well as other 

investments in technology that could deliver long term cost savings.  

 

For further information please contact Auditel on:  

 

Claire Power-Browne  claire.power-browne@auditel.co.uk  Tel 0800 6899401 

Adrian Burton   adrian.burton@auditel.co.uk   Tel 01922 411000 
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